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25 ST DENNIS DRIVE, TORONTO
SETTLEMENT REZONING PACKAGE
WITHOUT PREJUDICE

Option 1 - NW School
Contractor Must Check And Verify All Dimensions On The Job.

Handicap Parking Space Drive Aisle @ 6m MIN.

Do Not Scale The Drawings.

5600 All Drawings, Specifications And Related Documents Are The Copyright Of The Architect And Must Be Returned Upon Request.

SEE NOTE: A Reproduction Of Drawings, Specifications And Related Documents In Part Or Whole Is Forbidden Without The Architects Written Permission. This Drawing Is Not To Be Used For Construction Until Signed By The Architect.

NOTES:
A - PROVIDE AN ADDITIONAL 300mm FOR PARKING SPACE WIDTH WHEN OBSTRUCTIONS OCCUR BETWEEN THE FRONT AND REAR 1000mm.

B - PROVIDE A 1500mm WALKWAY ON AT LEAST ONE SIDE OF A HANDICAP PARKING STALL. THIS WALKWAY MAY BE SHARED WITH ADJOINING HANDICAP SPACE.
1 Rezoning Submission Jan 31, 2018
2 SPA Submission Feb 22, 2018
3 Settlement Rezoning Without Prejudice June 08, 2018
4 Settlement Rezoning Without Prejudice July 13, 2018
Sun Shadow Study - March/September

25 ST DENNIS DRIVE

July 13, 2018
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